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I. I NTRODUCTION
In a recent article in this journal [27], we raised the issue of
open set recognition for visual learning, where not all classes
encountered during testing are known during training. This
is a necessary and difficult problem to tackle. As an initial
solution, we proposed an algorithm called the 1-vs-Set machine,
which is suitable for single-class detection tasks in an open set
scenario. In essence, the 1-vs-Set machine manages the risk
of the unknown by solving a two-plane optimization problem
that yields a linear classifier. Detection is a useful operation
(almost every digital camera has an automatic face detector
these days), but in many cases, we would like to recognize
which known classes, if any, are associated with the input
image. This can enable applications such as unconstrained
optical character recognition (OCR), and photo or video tagging
without constraints on the input. In this article we consider the
multi-class open set recognition problem.
Multi-class open set recognition is a fundamental problem
in computer vision. Intuitively, we classify objects with respect
to a fixed set of known classes, but we recognize something
we know among the set of all possible inputs that can include
things for which we do not explicitly have class or training
data. For example, when you look at a face in a photo, you
might have a set of people you know and want to recognize in
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Abstract—Real-world tasks in computer vision often touch
upon open set recognition: multi-class recognition with incomplete knowledge of the world and many unknown inputs. Recent
work on this problem has proposed a model incorporating an
open space risk term to account for the space beyond the reasonable support of known classes. This article extends the general
idea of open space risk limiting classification to accommodate
non-linear classifiers in a multi-class setting. We introduce a new
open set recognition model called Compact Abating Probability
(CAP), where the probability of class membership decreases in
value (abates) as points move from known data toward open
space. We show that CAP models improve open set recognition
for multiple algorithms. Leveraging the CAP formulation, we
go on to describe the novel Weibull-calibrated SVM (W-SVM)
algorithm, which combines the useful properties of statistical
extreme value theory for score calibration with one-class and
binary support vector machines. Our experiments show that
the W-SVM is significantly better for open set object detection
and OCR problems when compared to the state-of-the-art for
the same tasks.
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Fig. 1. Open set recognition must address both the known and unknown
classes that might occur in the real world. For instance, considering OCR
for a parcel delivery application, classifiers must recognize known characters
(e.g. “3”) and reject an unspecifiable variety of other input including symbols,
marks, stickers, and photos that can appear on a package. Standard statistical
learning, using any mixture of discriminative and generative models, does not
address unknown classes. The goal of this work is to approach the problem
of multi-class open set recognition by limiting open space risk using labeled
training sets of finite measure. The Compact Abating Probability (CAP) model
we introduce bounds probability estimates of feature space that decay away
from the training data. By truncating the abating probability, CAP models
provably reduce open space risk. In addition, probability estimates from a
calibrated binary kernel machine can have even better estimates than the CAP
bounds, further reducing the open set risk. By taking advantage of the CAP
model and the statistical extreme value theory for probability estimation, the
novel W-SVM provides solutions for non-linear multi-class classification in
an open set scenario. In the multi-step example above, classes marked in red
indicate rejection, and those marked in green indicate acceptance.

mind, but there are far more people who you don’t know that
may show up in the image. You must also ignore the presence
of things that are not people: dogs, cars, buildings, trees, etc.
Knowing that we do not recognize something is what sets
multi-class recognition apart from multi-class classification.
Adapting Donald Rumsfeld’s famous “There are known
knowns” statement [23], we assert that recognition must
consider three basic categories of classes:
1) known classes, i.e. the classes with distinctly labeled
positive training examples (also serving as negative
examples for other known classes);
2) known unknown classes, i.e. labeled negative examples,
not necessarily grouped into meaningful categories;
3) unknown unknown classes, i.e. classes unseen in training.
Traditional classification, which is the dominant model used for
multi-class computer vision problems, considers only known
classes. Including known unknown classes results in models
with an explicit “other class,” or a detector trained with
unclassified negatives. Algorithms designed specifically to
address unknown unknown classes are the focus of open set
recognition – the subject of this article.
Our formal definition of open set recognition [27] introduced
the concept of open space risk, and then combined it, via
regularization, with empirical risk to formulate an open set
risk minimization problem. Open space risk is the relative
measure of positively labeled space, far from known samples
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over the overall measure of the space. However, we left the recognition problems in computer vision [24], thus we revisit
space “far from known samples” open to interpretation. Further, this approach in the context of open set recognition in this work.
the 1-vs-Set machine is strictly a linear classifier. It reduces the Fig. 1 provides a brief overview of the model and algorithm.
open space risk by replacing the half-space of a binary linear
Our experiments show that incorporating CAP improves
classifier with a positive region bounded by two parallel planes. existing techniques and that the W-SVM is significantly
While the measure of the resulting positive region is smaller better than existing approaches including: common binary
than a half-space, it still has infinite measure, and only reduces and multi-class SVM formulations, multi-class SVM with
the risk because the definition of open space risk considers a rejection option provided by thresholding Platt’s sigmoid
relative measure. This article seeks to incorporate non-linear probability estimator [22], Multi-Attribute Spaces [24], the 1-vskernels into a solution that further limits open space risk by Set Machine [27], Logistic Regression, and Nearest Neighbor.
positively labeling only sets with finite measure.
For evaluation, we breathe new life into the classic data sets
Following the usual tenets of support vector machines [29], for multi-class classification, LETTER [12] and MNIST [21],
the 1-vs-Set machine simply assigns class labels to instances by changing their testing protocols. Surprisingly, when reconduring testing. What we would like for a multi-class solution textualized into open set problems, these once-solved data sets
is a formulation that produces probabilistic decision scores. become significant challenges for recent algorithms. We also
This allows us to assess the output of multiple classifiers to examine a difficult cross-data set object detection task with
either accept the highest confidence label if the associated data from Caltech 256 [13] and ImageNet [7].
probability exceeds a threshold, or to reject as unknown if
In summary, the contributions of this article are:
not. The formulation should be probabilistic because there is
1) The theoretical formulation of a Compact Abating
always some amount of uncertainty in any decision. For open
Probability (CAP) model for open set recognition.
set recognition in particular, there is a great deal of uncertainty
2) A new algorithm called Weibull-calibrated SVM (Wwhen confronting the unknown. However, the derivation of a
SVM), which incorporates the CAP model and the
probabilistic learning formulation in an open set scenario is
statistical extreme value theory for probability estimates.
not as straightforward as it initially appears.
3) An experimental evaluation of CAP and the W-SVM in
Assume the set of potential classes, known and unknown,
detection and multi-class open set scenarios.
are mutually exclusive, countable and hence can be labeled
y 2 N. Let x 2 X ✓ Rd be a measured image from the set of
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
all features X, where x 2 K means it is from the feature space
Consider the definition of open space risk that we introduced
of known classes K ⇢ X. While the overall joint probability
in
[27], which the objective function of open set recognition,
P (x, y) is well defined for open set recognition, the set of all y
including
multi-class formulations, must minimize. Let f
is not (nor can be) known to the algorithm, thus the estimation
be
a
measurable
recognition function where fy (x) > 0 for
of a generative model for P (x, y) is not possible. A restricted
recognition
of
the
class y of interest and fy (x) = 0 when y
generative model for P (x, y) could be estimated for a known
is
not
recognized,
O be the “open space,” and So be a ball
class y, x 2 K, but its use would be limited in a general setting.
of
radius
r
that
includes
all of the known positive training
o
With unknown unknowns, many of the standard probabilistic
examples
x
2
K
as
well
as
the
open space O. The probabilistic
and statistical learning tools cannot be directly applied.
Open
Space
Risk
R
(f
)
for
a
class y can be defined as
O
Relating the joint distribution to the conditional distribution
R
requires conditioning on the classes, and with unknown classes,
fy (x)dx
RO (f ) = R O
(1)
one cannot properly normalize. Even with the assumption that
f (x)dx
So y
all classes are mutually exclusive, the unknown unknowns
prohibit the use of the law of total probability that underlies where open space risk is considered to be the relative measure
Bayes’ theorem. Furthermore, open set recognition cannot just of positively labeled open space compared to the overall
use the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimate over measure of positively labeled space (which includes the space
the known classes as the optimal solution. MAP estimation near the positive examples). This definition, however, does not
needs the full posterior distribution, which again requires tell us how to define O. In this article, we specifically look at
consideration of all classes. The consideration of just the known a definition of O for kernels, including non-linear functions.
classes is insufficient.
How to incorporate Eq. 1 into a model is an important
To address these issues, we introduce a new formal model question. There is an ongoing debate between the use of
of probabilistic class association for open set recognition generative and discriminative models in statistical learning [2],
called Compact Abating Probability (CAP). In a CAP model, [20], with arguments for the value of each. However, open set
probability of class membership abates as points move from recognition introduces a new issue: neither discriminative nor
known data to open space, which accounts for the unknown generative models address the unknown unknowns that exist
unknowns without the need to explicitly model them. We in open space; another constraint must be added. Moreover,
also introduce a novel technique called the Weibull-calibrated strategies to learn discriminative class boundaries like hard
SVM (W-SVM), which combines CAP with the statistical negative mining [10], [14] are limited in open set recognition,
extreme value theory (EVT) for improved multi-class open since it is not possible to mine examples from the unknown
set recognition. EVT statistics have been shown to yield well- classes. In response to these observations, we incorporate an
grounded probability estimates for SVM applied to closed set abating process, a model enforced decay of probability away
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from supporting evidence, into the CAP model we introduce
in Sec. III. With missing classes preventing the use of MAP
or a classical optimal Bayes estimator over known classes,
we acknowledge that we must have what Lasserre et al. [20]
would consider model mis-specification and hence expect a
benefit from discriminative training.
The W-SVM, described in detail in Sec. IV, relies on a
calibration process to transform raw scores to probabilities.
Thresholding these probabilities provides a viable open set
recognition algorithm. The idea of using thresholded probabilities for rejection is, unsurprisingly, not new [31], [1]. Chow [5]
showed that the optimal rejection decision rule is a threshold
over the a postiori probabilities. The raw SVM decision scores
are uncalibrated values and not posterior probabilities, and thus
rejection processes tend to calibrate/normalize them. Several
different techniques [22], [8], [18], [3] have been proposed for
converting uncalibrated SVM output to probabilistic calibrated
output. For multi-class problems, the estimation is more
complex because the calibrations across classes need to be
related, highlighting the fact that the per-class models are
insufficient. Multiple heuristic techniques have been developed
[8], [18] for converting multi-class SVM output to an estimated
posterior probability.
A variation on Platt’s approach [22], included in LIBSVM [4], [18], is the most widely used probability estimator
for a single SVM. Platt’s technique fits a sigmoid function to
uncalibrated SVM decision scores during training, and then
computes calibrated values for novel instances using that model.
While the data will generally be “roughly sigmoidal,” there is
no theoretical basis for the pure sigmoid: motivation for this
model comes from specific empirical data instances [22]. In
Sec. V we look at the performance of this estimator.
We consider an estimate to be well-grounded if there is a defensible theoretical justification for the choice of the underlying
probability model, e.g. the central limit theorem justifies the
use of a Gaussian distribution for some physical measurements.
There is, however, no solid theoretical justification for SVM
calibration using a Gaussian model computed over all of the
data. As an alternative, we invoke the statistical extreme value
theory [19] to develop grounded probability estimates.
The use of statistical extreme value theory in computer vision
has been growing. Related work includes the use of EVT for
“meta-recognition” introduced by Scheirer et al. in [26], [25],
and expanded upon by Fragoso and Turk in [11]. However,
none of these references considers open set recognition, nor do
they suggest EVT for producing SVM probability estimates.
The most related work is the Weibull-based normalization
of SVM scores from visual attribute classifiers by Scheirer et
al. [24], which considers data from the “other side” of the class
of interest to estimate rejection probability, i.e. considering
anything not in the negative class to be positive. We also
compare with this model, which is rather weak for open set
recognition. Rejecting association with known negatives is not
as meaningful when there are unknown classes.

exists when a recognition model labels space far from any
training data, e.g. if we are labeling location data using training
data only from Colorado, it would be risky to apply that model
to Boston. The idea of a CAP model is to ensure that the
recognition function is decreasing away from the training data,
so that thresholding it limits the labeled region.
The definition of open space risk, Eq. 1, requires a definition
of open space O. Open space is the space sufficiently far from
any known positive training sample xi 2 K, i = 1 . . . N . Thus,
we offer a formal definition:
[
O = So
Br (xi )
(2)

III. T HE C OMPACT A BATING P ROBABILITY MODEL
This section defines our Compact Abating Probability (CAP)
model for open set recognition. Intuitively, open space risk

M (x) = pf (F (K(x, x1 ) . . . K(x, xm )); y)

i2N

where Br (xi ) is a closed ball of radius r centered around
training sample xi , and we consider all N training samples.
This defines open space as the space more than distance r
from any known training sample. Ideally, all samples from
class y will be outside O. For a minimal radius r⇤ , any smaller
radius r0 would include positive test samples of y: r0 < r⇤ )
9x0 2 O | fy (x0 ) > 0. Note that labeling the space within the
balls as just positive may yield a poor recognition function; the
balls likely contain a complex mixture of positive and negative
regions. We consider r to be a problem-specific parameter,
which may be estimated via calibration, e.g. the maximum (or
average) spacing between training samples.
We first describe the properties of an Abating Bound, and
then expand that bound to a probabilistic formulation. An
abating bound A(r) : R ! R is a non-negative finite
square integrable continuous decreasing function. This implies
limr!1 A(r) = 0. When 8x, 9x⇤ | f (x)  A(kx x⇤ k),
we call the function f “abating” because the spatial influence
decreases with distance from x⇤ .
Next, let us assume features are transformed by the kernel
trick into an inner product space with positive definite kernel
K(x, xi ) = h (x), (xi )i, where xi 2 K indicates a specific
positive training example, and x 2 X any example. The kernel
K defines a similarity measure over the feature space. We call
kernel K abating if there exists an abating bound A such that
8x, xi :

0 < K(x, xi )  A(kx

xi k)

(3)

Standard RBF (Gaussian) kernels are decaying functions of
radial distance and hence abating kernels.
To get probabilities, we process the kernels with a calibration
technique, using training data to define a monotonically
decreasing probability distribution pf (s; y) for the probability
of the score s from an RBF kernel K being associated with
the given class y. We call pf (s; y) an Abating Probabilistic
Point Model because the probability of points associating abates
(becomes less intense) as the spatial separation of any two
points increases.
For recognition we need to combine multiple data points
to build an effective class model. Consider fusing the abating
models from the known training data x1 . . . xm , xi 2 K, i.e.
for any example x 2 X we define the model
(4)

where F is the fusion operator. We typically consider F to
be either the canonical sum or canonical product rule, though
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other fusion processes can be used. A Fused Abating Property
is defined as any fusion function where 9x0 2 X such that an
abating bound function Ax0 exists 8x 2 X:

4

only points above a given probability threshold implicitly
defines a ⌧ . Since we can adjust the CAP model’s open space
risk by thresholding the probabilities, it provides a powerful
way
to address open set recognition. While any model with
F (K(x, x1 ) . . . K(x, xm ))  Ax0 (kx0 xk)
(5) sufficiently compact support could have zero open space risk,
Eq. 5 states that after fusion there is an abating bound function the abating property of the CAP model allows one to implicitly
centered at x0 such that the fused value F is bounded from adjust ⌧ to reduce the amount of open space that can be labeled
above by that abating function. According to Prop. 4.4 of [15], positive. Note that the CAP property does not guarantee that
positive definite kernels are closed under canonical sums or the model assigns positive labels within the compact support
products, so the result of fusion is still a proper kernel. Thus region – it just ensures it that there is a zero probability of
if K(·, ·) satisfies Eq. 3, then the canonical sum or product doing so outside the region. In general the quality of the CAP
model will still depend on how well the probabilities model
rules for fusion will satisfy Eq. 5.
Just using an abating probabilistic point model does not, the actual underlying positive region of the class.
A simple CAP example, Nearest Neighbor + CAP
however, assure that open set recognition is being addressed
(NN+CAP),
is to let dx be the distance to the nearest neighbor
because the model can have non-zero probability over all of
of
x,
and
to
let dx > ⌧ ) pa (x) = 0 and pa (x) = |⌧ ⌧dx |
n
R and yield a large risk when integrated over the open space.
One way to to handle this is to define M⌧ to be a Compact otherwise. In a multi-class setting, this results in a thresholded
Abating Probability Model with distance threshold ⌧ and an nearest neighbor algorithm that can reject an input as unknown.
abating probabilistic point model M satisfying the fused abating Other vision algorithms have considered nearest neighbors
within a distance threshold, e.g. [30]. With sufficently dense
property such that for a given finite ⌧ and 8x 2 X
samples, NN+CAP reduces to nearest neighbor with all of its
min kx xi k > ⌧ ) M⌧ (x) = 0
(6) associated properties, i.e. having a limiting error of no more
xi 2K
than twice the Bayes error rate. While NN+CAP provides
In a compact abating probability model, features beyond a given more meaningful responses for open set recognition with finite
thresholded distance ⌧ from the closest training point have samplings than nearest neighbor, it is still a weak probability
zero probability. This is true even of very high dimensional model and hence not expected to perform very well on difficult
sparse representations that are common in object recognition. problems (see Sec. V). Thus we seek alternative models. Our
The model controls for the possibility of representations that first step for non-linear kernels considers a one-class SVMare close in feature space yet relatively far in label space via based model [28]:
⌧ . With these preliminaries, we can state our primary theorem:
Theorem 2 (RBF One-Class SVM yields CAP model): Let
Theorem 1 (Open Space Risk of CAP models): Let M⌧,y (x) xi 2 K, i = 1...m be the training data for class y. Let O-SVM
be a probabilistic recognition function that uses a CAP model be a one-class SVM with a square integrable monotonically
over a known training set for class y, where 9xi 2 K | decreasing RBF kernel K defined over the training data,
M⌧,y (xi ) > 0. Let open space risk be RO (f ) and open space with associated Lagrangian multipliers ↵i > 0 [28], then
P
be O, defined as in Eqs. 1 and 2 respectively. If r in Eq. 2
i ↵i yi K(x, xi ) yields a CAP model.
satisfies r > ⌧ , then RO (M⌧,y ) = 0, i.e. when the CAP
Proof: Since O-SVM has only positive data1 , we can view
distance threshold is smaller than the open space radius, the
this
function as providing
a canonical sum over positive definite
P
CAP model has zero open space risk.
kernels F (x) =
#
(K(x,
xi )), with coefficients #i > 0
i i
Proof:
Let
x
be
any
point
in
O.
Since
x
2
O
implies
and
training
points
x
.
To
show
this is a CAP model, let
i
S
P
P
x 62 i2N Br (xi ), we have 8xi 2 K, kx xi k > r > ⌧ . g = i #i = i ↵i yi . Let i⇤ = argmini kx0 xi k, then it
Therefore, by the compact abating property (Eq. 6) M⌧,y (x) = is sufficient to let Ax0 = gK(x, xi⇤ ), which by the theorem’s
0.
R Placing this into the numerator of RO (f ) (Eq. 1) yields kernel assumption is monotonically decreasing and in the space
M⌧,y (x)dx = 0 and zero open space risk.
of square integrable functions. Hence gK(x, xi⇤ ) is an abating
O
bound function for the sum, yielding a CAP model.
Corollary 1 (Thresholding CAP model probability manages Open Space Risk): For any CAP model, considering
IV. P ROBABILITY ESTIMATION AND THE W-SVM
only points with sufficiently high probability will reduce open
space risk. In particular, consider a canonical sum kernelWhile the one-class model of Sec. III is intuitive, what
based CAP model with a probability threshold 0  ⌧  1 about a binary SVM in this probabilistic mode? It is well
suchPthat for the set of points xi 2 K and coefficients #i > 0, known that one-class models are typically less effective than
pf ( i #i K(x, xi ); y)
binary machines [27]. Unfortunately, the decision score of a
⌧ . Increasing ⌧ decreases open
space risk, and there exists a ⌧⇤ such that any greater threshold binary SVM is not a canonical sum. It can, however, still be
produces zero open space risk.
useful as improved probabilities will generally result in tighter
bounds around the class of interest. Following [15], one can
Thresholding probabilities provides a way to adjust the
collect all the positive coefficients into one sum, and all of
support of the CAP model because in the compact abating
probability model M the probabilities are bounded by the
1 The decision function of the one-class SVM has a bias term ⇢ that we ignore
decreasing abating bound (Eqs. 4 and 5), therefore considering as it only shifts scores and hence is removed by probability normalization.
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the negatives into a second sum, split the bias between them,
and view the SVM as applying a decision rule on which is
more similar. This effectively fuses both positive and negative
evidence. Working with only the positive or negative data, we
can get nicely bounded results from a binary SVM that can be
used in conjunction with the one-class probabilities. We call
this model the Weibull-calibrated SVM (W-SVM).
A. Binary RBF SVM Incorporating a CAP Model

5

we can formulate the calibration for the binary SVM component
of the W-SVM. Let us separate our training examples into the
match examples for a class y as x 2 K+ and all other nonmatch examples where the class 6= y as x 2 K . Note that
K = K+ [ K . Letting si = f (xi ) be the SVM decision
score for xi , we collect the scores into match and non-match
sets where scores for matches are sj 2 S + if xj 2 K+ and
scores for non-matches are sj 2 S if xj 2 K . Let be the
upper extremes of the non-matches S , and let ⌘ be the lower
extremes of the matches S + .
Returning to modeling, the reverse Weibull and Weibull have
three parameters: location ⌫, scale , and shape . We use the
library provided by the authors of [24], applying Maximum
Likelihood Estimation to estimate the ⌫⌘ , ⌘ , ⌘ that best fit
⌘ and the ⌫ , ,  that best fit . To produce a probability
score for a particular SVM decision f (x), we use the CDF
defined by the parameters. Given a test sample x, we have two
independent estimates for P (y|f (x)): P⌘ based on the Weibull
CDF derived from the match data:

Discriminative trained classifiers such as binary SVMs
can have very good closed set performance. However, a
discriminative classifier estimating P (y|x), trained on x 2 K,
should be viewed as P (y|x 2 K), and has no basis for
prediction when x 62 K. Thus to improve the accuracy, we seek
to combine probabilities computed for both one-class RBF
SVMs and binary RBF SVMs. We use the one-class SVM
CAP model as a conditioner: if the one-class SVM predicts
PO (y|x) > ⌧ , even with a very low threshold ⌧ , that a given
input x is a member of class y, then we will consider the
f (x) ⌫⌘ ⌘
(
)
⌘
binary classifier’s estimates of P (y|x).
P⌘ (y|f (x)) = 1 e
(7)
To estimate the binary classifier’s probability, we start from
the observation that separating positives and negatives is useful. and P based on the reverse Weibull CDF derived from the
Rather than computing the RBF SVM decision score and non-match data, which is equivalent to rejecting the Weibull
optimizing a sigmoid over all the scores, we seek to model the fitting on the non-match data:
f (x) ⌫
positive and negative scores separately. Assume a set of known
(
)
P
(y|f
(x))
=
e
(8)
classes Y. Logically, for a class y 2 Y, we can use positive
+
scores from y to estimate P (y|x). We can also use negative
P⌘ is a novel direct probability estimation using only match
scores from other known classes to estimate P (Y \ y|x). data, while P is similar to the normalization suggested by
In a closed set scenario, we could estimate P + (y|x) = 1
[24]. Our experiments in Sec. V show that, especially for open
P (Y \ y|x), i.e. given input x 2 K the probability of being a set testing, the use of P⌘ is significantly better. This is intuitive
particular class label can be estimated as the probability of not since P⌘ , using only positive data, does not strongly depend on
being a negative example. In an open set scenario, we cannot, which classes are known. While P⌘ is not formally related to
in general, make these estimations. Thus to minimize our open any one-class estimation, its use of only positive data means it
space risk, we only consider P and P + when PO (y|x) > ⌧ , shares some of the characteristics of one-class SVMs, including
i.e. when open space risk is small.
CAP-like rejection of non-relevant classes. However, since the
underlying classifier is a one-vs-all binary SVM, the resulting
estimates are more discriminative. While the above description
B. Grounded Probability Estimation
The second issue for the W-SVM is the need for grounded has been in the context of a binary SVM, Eq. 7 also serves as
probability estimation. Recent work [25], [24] has shown the calibration for the one-class SVM CAP model.

that the recognition problem itself is consistent with the
assumptions of statistical extreme value theory (EVT) [19], C. The W-SVM Algorithm
which provides a way to determine probabilities, regardless of
Finally, we must say how to use these estimates. Since both
the overall distribution of the data. The extreme values of a estimators use independent points, the product P⌘ ⇥ P can
score distribution produced by any recognition algorithm can be interpreted as “the probability that the input is from the
always be modeled by an EVT distribution, which is a reverse positive class AND NOT from any of the known negative
Weibull if the data are bounded from above, and a Weibull classes.” Conversely, the sum P⌘ + P would be interpreted as
if bounded from below. With respect to statistical modeling, either a positive OR NOT a known negative, with the latter often
the prior EVT approaches [25], [24] only fit on the “negative” being true for any unknown unknowns. In open set recognition,
side of the decision space and use a statistical hypothesis test where there may be unknown classes, P should generally be
for rejection, i.e. they indicate the probability of a positive by modulated by other supporting evidence of the sample being
estimating the probability of “not being a negative.”
positive. Thus the product is the preferred combination.
We apply the EVT concept separately to the positive and
We note the estimates are not completely conditionally
the negative scores from the binary SVM. A reverse Weibull independent since they share the underlying SVM structure,
is justified for the largest scores from the negative examples which is valid only when the input is from a known class.
because they are bounded from above. A Weibull is the expected As described above, to further manage open set risk, we
distribution for the smallest scores from the positive examples condition the use of the W-SVM with a thresholded CAP
because they are bounded from below. Based on this knowledge, model. Letting PO (y|x) be the probability from Eq. 7 for the
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y ⇤ = argmax P⌘,y (x) ⇥ P
y2Y

,y (x)

subject to P⌘,y⇤ (x) ⇥ P

(9)

⇥ ◆y

,y ⇤ (x)

R.

0.25$
0.23$
F"measure)

RBF one-class SVM trained on positive examples of class
y, we define an indicator variable: ◆y = 1 if PO (y|x) > ⌧
and ◆y = 0 otherwise. Multi-class W-SVM recognition for all
known classes Y is then:

6

0.21$
0.19$
0.17$
0.15$

0.13$
Notice that the W-SVM has two parameters: ⌧ , which is
generally very small (fixed to 0.001 for all experiments in this
0.11$
42%$
47%$
52%$
57%$
62%$
67%$
72%$
77%$
82%$
article) and is used to adjust what data the one-class SVM
Openness)
considers to be even remotely related, and R , which is the
W/SVM$
1/vs/Set$Machine$
MAS+CAP$
MAS$
level of confidence needed in the W-SVM estimate itself 2 .
1/vs/All$Bin.$RBF$PlaD$
1/vs/All$Bin.$Lin.$
1/vs/All$Bin.$RBF$
To help readers see how this differs from Platt calibration,
consider data from our object detection experiment below with
Fig. 2. Performance on an open set binary object detection task for an open
widely separated training classes that have all match scores universe of 88 classes [27]. Results are calculated over a five-fold cross-data
in the range [0.99, 1] and all non-match scores in the range set style test with images from Caltech 256 used for training and images from
[ 1.0, 0.99]. Platt’s sigmoid will yield Ps (0) ⇡ 0.5. For W- Caltech 256 and ImageNet for testing; error bars reflect standard deviation. The
W-SVM significantly outperforms the prior state-of-the-art (1-vs-Set Machine),
SVM, P⌘ (0) ⇡ 0.001 and P (0) ⇡ 0.999 yielding a product of with a 20%–26% improvement in F-measure.
⇡ 0.001. This is because the score of 0 is unlike anything seen
in training; the sample producing it can be viewed as almost
being in open space. W-SVM probabilities are qualitatively and
7) Pairwise Multi-class RBF SVM with Platt Probability
quantitatively very different from prior calibration techniques.
Estimation; above SVM training with sigmoid fitting and
a rejection option. LIBSVM implementation.
V. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
8) Multi-Attribute Spaces (MAS) [24]; binary RBF SVM
Our evaluation3 of the W-SVM is focused on two challenging
calibration through EVT modeling of the decision scores
open set recognition scenarios. Like our previous work [27],
from the non-match data (Eq. 8). We add a threshold
we first examine binary object detection as a representative
over the probabilities for a rejection option.
open set task in computer vision. Extending our experiments,
9) Multi-Attribute Spaces + CAP Model (MAS+CAP); a
we then look at the more difficult problem of multi-class
novel extension to the MAS approach that provides a
open set recognition. The key question we seek to answer
CAP model via one-class SVM to condition the decisions.
is how the W-SVM compares to the prior work in open set
10) Nearest Neighbor (NN); simple non-parametric multirecognition, SVM probability estimation, binary and multi-class
class classification. Our own implementation.
SVM formulations, and other common multi-class classifiers.
11) Nearest Neighbor + CAP Model (NN+CAP); the algoPreliminaries. Our comparison approaches include:
rithm described in Sec. III. ⌧ is set via five-fold cross1) 1-vs-Set Machine [27]; a linear classifier for open set
validation on the training data.
detection problems. Generalizes or specializes two planes
12) Logistic Regression; regression analysis for multi-class
to optimize empirical and open space risk (Eq. 1).
probabilistic linear classification. LIBLINEAR implemen2) 1-vs-All Binary SVM; one positive class and all known
tation [9].
negative classes are sampled for training a detector with
Following [27], we plot “openness” vs. F-measure, where
a linear or RBF kernel. LIBSVM implementation [4].
we adapt standard data sets for open set cross-validation style
3) 1-vs-All Binary RBF SVM with Platt Probability Esti- analysis, holding out some classes in training and mixing them
mation [22]; above detector training with empirical fit of back in during testing. The definition we introduced in [27]
training data to sigmoid, producing probabilistic decision quantifies “openness” as a function of the number of classes
scores. Rejection option is available by thresholding known in training and the number of classes observed during
probability scores. LIBSVM implementation [4].
testing. Let CR be the number of classes to be recognized,
4) 1-vs-All Multi-class RBF SVM; all combinations of one CT be the number of classes used in training, and CE be the
positive class and all known negative classes. LIBSVM number of classes used in evaluation (testing), then
ErrorCode implementation [17].
p
openness = 1
(2 ⇥ CT /(CR + CE )).
(10)
5) 1-vs-all Multi-class RBF SVM with Platt Probability Estimation [22]; above SVM training with sigmoid fitting and
This provides a convenient way of assessing openness that
rejection option. LIBSVM ErrorCode implementation.
varies from 0% and 100%. We chose F-measure instead of
6) Pairwise Multi-class RBF SVM [16]; a one-against-one
accuracy because it better emphasizes the distinction between
multi-class formulation incorporating all known classes.
correct positive and negative classifications4 . For comparison,
LIBSVM implementation.
accuracy plots for all multi-class recognition experiments in
2 Full pseudocode for the W-SVM and a visual walkthrough of the algorithm
this section are provided in this article’s supplemental material.

are provided as supplemental material.
3 W-SVM code and all experimental data will be released after publication.

4 For

an exposition of why, see Sec. 5 of [27]
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Fig. 3. F-measure for multi-class open set recognition on OLETTER. As
openness increases, the W-SVM has the best performance. Common multiclass SVMs, probabilistic multi-class SVMs with a rejection option, logistic
regression, and nearest neighbor degrade quickly (1-vs-All Mult. RBF, Pairwise
Mult. RBF, and MAS are all comparable and visually overlap). The MAS and
NN algorithms with a CAP model do a bit better than their baselines, but still
degrade much more than the W-SVM. Error bars reflect standard deviation.
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Fig. 4. F-measure for multi-class open set recognition on OMNIST. W-SVM
again maintains high F-measure scores as the problem grows to be more
open, but common multi-class SVMs and existing thresholded probability
estimators degrade quickly. NN+CAP and MAS+CAP are again better than
their baselines. All algorithms except the W-SVM, NN+CAP, MAS+CAP, and
Logistic Regression are comparable and visually overlap. Error bars reflect
standard deviation.

An openness statistic also helps us set the level of confi- labels, repeating over 20-folds to get error bars. For open set
dence needed for the W-SVM to make a positive decision. testing on MNIST, we define OMNIST to use 6 labels as
Recognizing that the more open the problem the higher the the known classes, and vary openness with the other 4 labels,
confidence we require to reject unknown unknowns, one can again with 20 folds. We emphasize that while LETTER and
use expected openness (based on prior observations of similar MNIST are essentially solved problems in the literature, they
problems outside of the testing regime at hand) to set this are substantially more difficult in this open set configuration.
For multi-class recognition the class with the maximum
threshold as
(as
a function of algorithm) score, probability, or votes is
(11)
R = 0.5 ⇥ openness
the predicted class. In multi-class algorithms with a rejection
Eq. 11 sets the threshold at 0 for closed problems; thresholds option, we consider rejected samples as either true “negatives”
approach 0.5 (i.e. random chance) as the problem becomes if an unknown class, or false negatives if a known class. SVMs
more open. For a fair comparison, we also set the rejection without a reject option can produce no negative decisions, and
threshold over the probability scores for all SVM algorithms thus have very poor precision as problems grow to be more
with a rejection option and any other algorithm with a CAP open. In multi-class open set recognition, precision is critical
for a high F-measure statistic. RBF parameters were tuned via
model according to this formula.
For the open set binary detection experiment, we use a cross validation on the training data, yielding (C = 2, = 2)
subset of Caltech 256 for training and images from Caltech for OLETTER and (C = 2, = 0.03125) for OMNIST. For the
256 and ImageNet for testing. 532,400 images are considered W-SVM, we also added an additional comparison case where
in total. The setup is a replication of the open universe of 88 instead of using Eq. 11 to set R , it is fixed to 0.1. We chose
classes experiment described in [27] (Fig. 7 of that article), this constant to help illustrate the role of R and the sensitivity
with five-fold cross-validation style testing. The 88 classes are of performance to the threshold. For problems that are more
selected at random, where one class is chosen to be positive, closed, a large rejection threshold degrades performance.
n classes are chosen as negative training data (where n varies
Results. The results of the detection experiment are sumwith openness), and 87 known and unknown classes are used marized in Fig. 2. The W-SVM is significantly better than the
as negatives for testing. Each class is treated positively once prior state-of-the-art detection approach (1-vs-Set Machine) for
per fold. Features are a 3,780-dimension vector of Histogram open set scenarios. With respect to other approaches, rejection
of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [6]. Following [27], all SVM by thresholding sigmoid-based Platt probabilities is worse than
parameters are set to the defaults specified by LIBSVM [4].
standard SVM decision scores. A likely explanation for this
The second experiment examines a true open set multi-class is that the training classes are well separated, making the
recognition problem based on extensions of the standard visual calibration model weak for unknown classes falling in between.
learning benchmarks LETTER [12] and MNIST [21], which Similarly, the performance of the MAS algorithm, which was
are commonly used to evaluate multi-class classification. To designed for closed set classification, is also worse than binary
recast LETTER as an open set problem that we call OLETTER, SVM. This demonstrates a positive effect for adding a Weibull
we randomly choose 15 distinct labels as the known classes, model of the match data (Eq. 7) to compliment the non-match
and vary openness by adding a subset of the remaining 11 model for increased generalization in the W-SVM. Another
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important question is whether the CAP model provides any
discernible benefit for open set recognition. The MAS+CAP
curve shows adding a CAP model offers a large improvement
in F-measure over the base MAS algorithm.
Figs. 3 and 4 highlight open set multi-class recognition Fmeasure performance for OLETTER and OMNIST respectively.
On these tests F-measure degrades very rapidly for the most
common multi-class SVM algorithms because they do not have
a rejection option to handle the growing number of negatives.
On OLETTER we see that the one-vs-all SVM with Platt
probability estimation, which has a rejection option, is better
than the standard algorithms – but the W-SVM is much better at
tolerating increasing openness. On OMNIST, which has a larger
number of testing images, the advantage of one-vs-all SVM
with Platt probability estimation over typical SVMs disappears,
but W-SVM retains most of its performance. Comparing the
W-SVM using Eq. 11 and the W-SVM with the fixed R , Eq. 11
is the better strategy, producing higher F-measure statistics at
lower levels of openness – especially for OMNIST. Again we
see improvement for the MAS+CAP algorithm over its baseline
(+3.3%), and a similar effect is observed for NN+CAP (+3.3%),
but both are weaker than the W-SVM.
VI. D ISCUSSION
As one considers open set recognition, the assumptions of
traditional statistical learning, Bayesian models, and generative
and discriminative models often do not hold. However, they can
be adapted to provide probabilities for thresholding decisions
that pave a way forward – where decisions depend on the
validity and shape of those probabilities. While this article
has focused on SVMs, and our experiments show the strong
impact of openness on SVMs, the improvements from using
a CAP model applied to SVM and other techniques leads us
to conjecture that addressing open set recognition requires
thresholding on estimates that are robust to unknown classes
and decay away from training data.
We used the statistical extreme value theory to develop a
novel approach to probability estimation for SVMs. Leveraging
prior work in EVT, we made use of the observation that the
distribution of scores near the SVM boundary of the extreme
values of both matching and non-matching class data follow
EVT. However, this observation comes with a caveat: with
very limited sampling in training for a class with large variation
in its feature space, it may not always be possible to fit a good
Weibull model to the data.
Small training sets are just one open issue. Humans have a
remarkable ability to reason through more complicated open set
scenarios where machines currently cannot. Overlapping classes
and hierarchical classes, when mixed with unknown unknowns,
are representative of these cases. Perhaps most interesting is the
significant challenge posed by the new partitions of LETTER
and MNIST for open set multi-class recognition testing. These
data sets are considered solved for closed set classification,
but become quite relevant again for open set recognition. Both
demonstrate that state-of-the-art learning approaches are far
more brittle than originally assumed.
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